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REVIEW ARTICLE 
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 Abstract: Many rhenium (Re) complexes with potential anticancer properties have 
been synthesized in recent years with the aim to overcome the clinical limitations of 
platinum agents. Re(I) tricarbonyl complexes are the most common but Re 
compounds with higher oxidation states have also been investigated, as well as 
hetero-metallic complexes and Re-loaded self-assembling devices. Many of these 
compounds display promising cytotoxic and phototoxic properties against 
malignant cells but all Re compounds are still at the stage of preclinical studies. In 
the present review we described the most recent and promising rhenium compounds 
focusing on their potential mechanism of action including, phototoxicity, DNA 
binding, mitochondrial effects, oxidative stress regulation or enzyme inhibition. 
Many ligands have been described, modulating the lipophilicity, the luminescent 
properties, the cellular uptake, the biodistribution, and the cytotoxicity, the 
pharmacological and toxicological profile. Re-based anticancer drugs can also be 
used in targeted therapies by coupling to a variety of biologically relevant targeting 
molecules. On the other hand, combination with conventional cytotoxic molecules, 
such as doxorubicin, allowed to take into profit the targeting properties of Re for 
example toward mitochondria. Through the example of the diseleno-Re complex, 
we showed that the main target could be the oxidative status, with a down-stream 
regulation of signaling pathways, and further on selective cell death of cancer cells 
versus normal cells. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thousands of significant publications and proceedings of international conferences demonstrating the 

major roles of metal ions and organometallic compounds in biology and medicine have been published [1-

11]. Many papers have been devoted to the outcome, prevention and, treatment of cancer diseases with 

trace elements and metal-based drugs. Despite all these efforts, no other metal compounds than platinum 

(Pt) drugs have been approved for cancer treatments, except in a lesser extent, one arsenic (As) compound 
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used to treat an uncommon form of leukemia. Potential therapeutic anticancer metals other than Pt have 

been investigated, like gallium (Ga), titanium (Ti), ruthenium (Ru), gold (Au), palladium (Pd), copper 

(Cu) and rhenium (Re), as well as synergistic effects between metal-based drugs and chemotherapeutic 

agents. 

 

 

*Equal Correspondence to Philippe Collery, Society for the Coordination of Therapeutic Researches, 

20220 Algajola, France Email: philippe.collery@gmail.com and Veena V, Biotechnology Department, 

REVA University, Bangalore, 560064 India Email: btveenavijaykumar@gmail.com and 

veena.v@reva.edu.in  

While many data were obtained in the domains of synthetic procedures, analytical methods, biophysics 

and biology, only few clinical trials for Ru, Ti, or Ga have been published and there is still no non-

platinum metal-based drug approved for the treatment of cancer. Among the many reasons for this failure, 

it may be advanced that the initial screening based on the determination of the usual concentration 

inhibiting the growth of 50% of cancer cells in culture (IC50) may not be a good indicator of the clinical 

efficiency in cancer patients, favoring compound with a poor selectivity on cancer cells versus normal 

cells. Moreover, in vivo experiments verifying that the therapeutic index is favorable, meaning that the 

tumor-bearing animals could be cured without any major toxicity are not always performed or the optimal 

schedule of administration has not been identified. Finally, the lack of success does not mean that metal-

based drugs have not been proven effective in the fight against cancer, but just that the development has 

been stopped at an early stage of biological studies for various reasons including intellectual properties, 

economic considerations, pharmaceutical companies strategies, etc. 

 

There is a long interest for using Re in medicine for imaging purposes based either on its luminescence 

properties or on the radioactive beta-emitter isotopes 186Re and 188Re that combine diagnosis by radio-

mailto:philippe.collery@gmail.com
mailto:btveenavijaykumar@gmail.com
mailto:veena.v@reva.edu.in
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imaging with conventional gamma-cameras with therapeutic properties. For example, 186Re radioisotope 

(90 h t1/2 -  is used in the treatment of inflammatory joint damage of the 

shoulder, elbow, wrist, ankle and hip [12,13] whereas, 188Re - ) is used 

for therapy of malignant tumors, bone metastases [14], rheumatoid arthritis [15] and other diseases. 

Finally, it must be emphasized a large number of Re complexes have been developed as cold analogs of 

the radioactive technetium  (Tc) complexes, with the intent to replace isostructural Re by its 99mTc 

counterpart for the final application. However, despite that many Re compounds showed high 

antiproliferative activity and with weak toxicity compared to other heavy metals, “cold” anti-cancer Re 

compounds have been underestimated as pointed out in the review of Leonidova et al in 2014 [16], 

furthermore in most cases, their mechanisms of action remain unclear. Among other inorganic 

compounds, Re merits particular attention, due to its wide range of oxidation states (-1 to +7), not only for 

giving the opportunity to synthesize complexes, with great structural diversity but mainly for its ability to 

modulate the redox status of cancer cells. By comparison, Pt has only 2 common oxidation states +2 and 

+4. Only Mn has the same great range of oxidation states than Re, but even though Mn is an essential 

metal, there is much more risk of toxicity than with Re, particularly for the brain. Thus Re has many 

advantages over platinum, it is cheaper, has a wider range of mechanisms of action and most rhenium(I) 

tricarbonyl derivatives possess diverse photophysical and photochemical properties allowing theragnostic 

approaches. 

Herein we review the most relevant and recent Re complexes, covering their biophysical properties, their 

biological effects, their pharmacological and toxicological profiles and their antitumor properties. We will 

highlight a Re diselenoether complex as it is at a more advanced stage, with defined targets on cancer 

cells. This selected compound appears a suitable candidate for the development of personalized and 

targeted anticancer therapy, guided by markers, in a specific indication of a very aggressive human breast 

cancer.  
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1. 1. CHEMICAL STRUCTURES 

Re is a metal with atomic number 75 of the third row of transition metals, below Mn and Tc. Re is one of 

the rarest elements in the earth crust with an estimated average concentration of 1 part per billion and it is 

not present in humans. Re is mainly used for aerospace industries. It is one of the top ten most expensive 

metals, but it remains cheaper than platinum that is widely used for cancer treatments. Its electronic 

configuration is [Xe] 4f14 5d5 6s2. Its peculiar valence electrons arrangement permits a large variety of 

oxidation state supporting a diverse set of ligand types and coordination geometries. The fine-tuning of the 

ligands on the metal environment will modulate their lipophilicity, the luminescent properties, the cellular 

uptake, the biodistribution, the cytotoxicity, their pharmacological and toxicological profile. The mode of 

administration may also have an important impact on the anticancer activity.  

Re(I) complexes constitute the most preeminent group of anticancer Re compounds and the Re(I) 

tricarbonyl subunits [Re(I)(CO)3] is the most commonly synthetized Re organometallic fragment among 

them. A myriad of mono- and bisdentate heteroatomic ligands have been coupled to this stable scaffold. 

To date, all the Re(CO)3 complexes studied for their potential anticancer activity display the fac-Re(CO)3 

configuration, which is clearly favorably obtained by simple ligand exchange from Re(CO)5Cl. It is 

worthy of note that no effort has been made to separate the pair of metal-centered enantiomers formed 

when dissymmetrical ligands were used. Although most described complexes relied on mono- or bidentate 

nitrogen ligands, combination with oxygen, sulfur (S) and even selenium (Se) donor atoms have been 

proposed [17,18]. For example, a Re(I)(CO)3 complex of 21,23-diselenaporphyrin in which the 

(CO)3Re(I) moiety was bound to both the Se atoms and one of the N atoms of the porphyrin core was 

described [19], likewise a (CO)3Re(I)(Se^Se) diselenoether complex [20,21] appeared as a promising drug 

candidate. In an attempt to overcome difficulties to identify the best ligand a combinatorial approach was 

recently adopted and permit to discover the new Re complex 1 (Fig. 1) highly active in wild-type and 

cisplatin-resistant A2780 ovarian cancer cells indicating that modulation of conventional bidentate 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parts-per_notation
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heterocyclic ligands can still bring novelty in a well explored chemical space [22]. The 5-

cyclopentadienyl group has emerged as an alternative versatile organometallic fragment to build Re-

anticancer agents. For example, complex 2b was found highly active on pancreatic adenocarcinoma PT-45 

cell line reaching an IC50 value of 11.5 μM while 2a is devoid of activity [23]. Beside Re(I)(CO)3 

compounds, new derivatives emerged based on the N-heterocyclic carbene complexes scaffold such as 3. 

Re(I)–NHC complexes were found clearly superior to most Ru carbenes and carboplatin against a large 

panel of cancer cell lines with IC50 values below 10 mM, but most importantly, and it was established 

that the Re(I)–NHC tricarbonyl fragment is responsible for the high activity. The properties and prospects 

for Re(I) tricarbonyl N-heterocyclic carbene complexes have been recently reviewed [24].   

Higher oxidation states of Re have been much less investigated. The Re(II) complex 

[Re(NO)(CN)4(H2O)]- PhenH+.(3H2O)(Phen) was reported to interact with calf thymus DNA through 

partial intercalation into DNA bases but its cytotoxicity was not reported [25]. ReIII complexes (d4) are 

anticipated to be more inert to ligand exchange than d2 ReV complexes [26]. The Dirhenate(III) complex 

4 with an unusual quadruple Re−Re bond was shown to have significant efficacy in sarcoma-, leukemia-, 

and melanoma-bearing mice models. However it was later found that such compounds decomposed 

readily into insoluble Re oxides, requiring high doses to get a significant therapeutic effect [27].  

Re(IV) is a 5d3 ion that usually forms octahedral complexes displaying structural similarity to those of 

Pt(IV). Nevertheless only few Re (IV) complexes have been studied. ReCl4(N^N) where N^N is a 2,2’-

dipyridine or 1,10-phenanthroline ligand showed micromolar antiproliferative activity against MCF-7 

breast, BG1 ovarian and LnCaP prostate cancer cells [28].  

Simple cationic bis(cyclopentadienyl)Re(V) complexes were evaluated in the Ehrlich ascites tumor 

system and induced a maximal cure rate of 100% when given either in a dose range of 120-160 mg/kg 

(rhenocene trichloride 5a) or at a single dose of 180 mg/kg (hexafluoroarsenate derivative 5b) [29]. 

Lippard reported that Re(V) oxo complexes of general formula [Cl2ReO(OMe)(N^N)], where N^N = 
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substituted phenanthroline, selectively kill cancer cells over normal cells and display markedly higher cell 

toxicity than cisplatin [30]. Chelation of the Re(V)oxo ion with two pyridylthiocarbazide ligands gave a 

square pyramidal complex with the oxo group in the apical site [31]. Enlarging this finding to the 

corresponding nicotinylthiosemicarbazide ligand offered an additional free carboxylic group available to 

append targeting molecule. Such a strategy has been used to tether the Re(V) to Tyr3-octreotate and 

cyclic-RGD tumor targeting peptides [32]. Many heterobimetallic compounds have been synthesized 

including Re(IV)/Mo(VI), Zn(II)/Re(IV) or Re(I)/Tc(I) combinations [33-35]. Among them the Re-Fe 

[36], Re-Au (7, Fig. 1)[37] and Re-Pt [38] heterobimetallic complexes showed a good cytotoxic activity 

combined with a strong fluorescence associated with a metal-to-ligand charge transfer making same useful 

theragnostic candidates. HepG2 tumoral cells were found more sensitive than HUVEC cells to the 

inorganic cluster [Re6Se8I6]
3- [n-Bu4N

+]3 which was found to accumulate in nucleus where it induced 

apoptosis [39]. 

Following the early findings of Shtemenko et al. that liposomal formulation of dinuclear cluster Re 

compounds had better therapeutic effects than their solutions [40], an increasing number of Re-containing 

nanodevices were explored in the past few years. For example, self-assembling of the copolymer 8 (Fig. 

1) made byRAFT copolymerization of diacetone acrylamide and PEG-acrylate followed by grafting the 

bisquinoline (CO)3Re complex through imine bond formation gave star polymer nanoparticles. When low 

cytotoxicity on Hela cell line was observed in the dark (41 M), a fourfold increased in potency occurred 

upon 10 min irradiation with 350 nm UV light [41]. 
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Fig. (1). Summary of some typical classes of rhenium organometallic compounds with anticancer 
properties. 
 

2. BIOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF RHENIUM-BASED COMPOUNDS 

2.1. Luminescent properties of Re compounds  

Besides their potential cytotoxic activity, one of the main impetuses for the development of Re 

compounds is their luminescence properties that could be used by fluorescence microscopy for cell 

imaging. In particular, when substituted with appropriate aromatic or heteroaromatic ligands, the (CO)3Re 

fragment displays intense emission with large Stokes shifts upon irradiation. The main origin of the 
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phenomenon is a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) leading to a long-lived triplet state. A strong 

MLCT absorption in the visible region with long wavelength is essential to get photophysical properties 

for transition metals-based compounds. On the other hand, the introduction of electron-withdrawing 

groups into the electron-accepting ligand and/or weak-field ligands into the central metal shortened 

excited-state lifetime lowered the emission efficiency and lowered oxidation and reduction power [42].  

 

The luminescent properties of many Re(CO)3 polypyridine complexes, displaying triplet charge transfer 

emission, have been recently review by Lo. et al. According to them, the main advantages of Re 

complexes over other luminescent devices is their high photostability, long-lived phosphorescence 

allowing time-resolved detection and large Stokes shifts minimizing the self-quenching effects [43,44]. 

Octahedral d6 low-spin Re(CO)3 complexes have luminescent properties, but the luminescence quantum 

yield increased for complexes bearing long alkyl chains resulting in an improvement of their detection in 

MDA-MB231 breast cancer cells [45]). However the use of these complexes as luminescent labels and 

probes for biomolecules was thwarted by their low solubility, thus PEG–conjugation has been devised by 

grafting polyethylene chains on the phenanthroline ligand. Laser-scanning confocal microscopy showed 

that such pegylated Re complexes accumulate in mitochondria when incubated in HeLa cells [46]. Among 

the factors affecting the luminescence efficiency, the geometrical arrangement around the metal and more 

precisely the choice of the axial ligand is fundamental to control the relevant features. The comparison of 

a series of Re tricarbonyl complexes based on tridentate phenanthridine-containing ligands shown that the 

complex possessing a quinoline axial ligand demonstrated the most beneficial staining and luminescence 

properties with shortest exposure times and brightest than the complexes with  pyridine or phenanthridine 

ligand [47]. While (CO)3Re(I) showed both luminescent and anticancer properties, multivalent dinuclear 

complexes featuring two Re(CO)3 units connected by a substituted diazine ligand and two anionic 

ancillary ligands glycodendron bearing three glucose units displayed interesting bio-imaging properties, 
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with a high cell permeability and organelle selectivity. These glyco-Re derivatives that benefit of a low 

cytotoxicity and fast internalization could represent interesting phosphorescent probes suitable for cell 

imaging application, but not as anticancer drugs [48]. Water soluble hexarhenium cluster complexes with 

a benzotriazolate apical ligand exhibited luminescence with high lifetimes and quantum yield values. They 

were easily taken up by the cells illuminating them under UV irradiation but did not show acute cytotoxic 

effects constituting a new class of phosphorescent dyes a [49]. 

Beside the Re(I)(CO)3 complexes, a small number of luminescent Re(II) complexes generally coordinated 

to 5-Cp ligands have also been reported [50]. Likewise, the luminescent properties of cytotoxic hetero-

bimetallic and -trimetallic complexes of Re-Au have been attributed to a triplet MLCT transition (Re(dπ) 

→ bipy(π*)). Their uptake in A549 lung cancer cells was followed by fluorescence microscopy showing a 

non-uniform cytoplasmatic distribution with a clear accumulation at the edge of the inner cell membrane 

as well as in areas within the nucleus [37] . 

2.2. Photodynamic Therapy with Re complexes  

The cytotoxicity of the Re complexes and their bioconjugates increased significantly upon light 

irradiation. Thus, Re complexes and particularly (CO)3Re(I) derivatives have been synthesized as 

photosensitizer agents for photodynamic therapy (PDT). They proved to be excellent singlet oxygen (1O2) 

generators in a lipophilic environment with high quantum yields. The use of (CO)3Re(I) as probes and 

drugs in PDT has been thoroughly reviewed up to 2016 [51]. To improve the selectivity towards cancer 

cells the Re photosensitizers have been coupled to a variety of biologically relevant targeting molecules 

including cell permeation peptides, biotin, folic acid etc. For example, the coupling of the rhenium moiety 

9 (Fig. 2) with either a nuclear localization signal peptide (NLS) or the neuropeptide bombesin known to 

target an overexpressed receptor at the surface of cancer cells formed Re bioconjugates Re-NLS and Re-

bombesin, respectively. Fluorescent microscopy on cervical cancer cells (HeLa) showed that the 

conjugation of 9 to NLS significantly enhanced the accumulation of Re into the cell nucleus. Re-bombesin 
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was found to be at least 20-fold more toxic after light irradiation. DNA photo-cleavage studies 

demonstrated that the compound damaged DNA via 1O2 and to a minor extent, superoxide production 

[52]. 

The Meggers’s team showed that pyridocarbazole Re complexes with a pyridine ancillary ligand 11a (Fig. 

2) were able to induce apoptosis upon irradiation (λ ≥ 505 nm) through efficient generation of 1O2, but 

were inactive in the dark [53]. They further compared different complexes bearing an ancillary imidazole 

ligand 11b (Fig. 2) and were further modified with π-donating or σ-accepting groups. They demonstrated 

that π-donating groups on the indole moiety completely suppressed the formation of 1O2, whereas σ-

accepting fluorine and trifluoromethyl derivatives efficiently produced 1O2 when irradiated with visible 

light. The complex harboring a fluorine in the 3-position of the pyridine moiety displayed the most 

pronounced light-induced antiproliferative effect in HeLa cancer cells when irradiated at λ ≥ 580 nm [54].   

Re(CO)3 complexes bearings water-soluble tris(hydroxymethyl)phosphine (THP) ligand or 1,3,7-triaza-5-

phosphabicylco[3.3.1]nonane (DAPTA) ligand (10, Fig. 2) exhibited triplet-based luminescence in air-

equilibrated aqueous solution. The THP and DAPTA complexes undergo photosubstitution of a CO ligand 

upon irradiation with 365 nm light with quantum yields ranging from 1.1 to 5.5% and sensitized the 

formation of 1O2, with quantum yields as high as 70. These complexes exhibited a cytotoxic response on 

human cervical (HeLa), ovarian (A2780), and cisplatin-resistant ovarian (A2780CP70) cancer cell lines 

upon irradiation but were devoided of toxic effect in the absence of light. The phototoxic response has 

been attributed to the intrinsic effect of Re metal but also to the release of CO as well as the production of 

1O2 [55]. 

A flake-like ultrathin Re disulfide nanosheets covered of BSA and functionalized with folic acid-tethered 

PEG-chains was loaded with resveratrol (utReS2@RSV). Near infrared (NIR) 808 nm laser irradiation 

induced resveratrol release in tumor cells. NIR irradiation 5 min once a day of the tumor after 
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utReS2@RSV injection in HepG2 tumor-bearing nude mice, completely suppressed the tumor after 30 

days [56].  

 
Luminescent heterobimetallic Re(I)/Au(I) complexes in which the Au moiety is bound on the apical 

pyridine ancillary ligand through an alkyne spacer exemplified by complex 12 (Fig. 2) were recently 

studied. The emissive properties are dominated by the NHC-Re(I) fragment. A weak antiproliferative 

effect (11 μM) was observed after incubation in A549 cells in the dark, however, upon irradiation at 405 

nm, the IC50 reached 2.6 μM while the corresponding monometallic Re complex did not show any 

increase of the antiproliferative activity when irradiated [57]. A similar combination of Re and Pt 

heterobimetallic complex exhibited moderate dark cytotoxicity against HeLa or cisplatin-resistant human 

ovarian epithelial A2780 cancer cell lines, and a selective activity upon light irradiation [58]. Finally, 

octahedral Re/Se cluster complexes [{Re6Se8}(CN)6]
4−, 4Na+  showed low cytotoxicity in the dark and 

photodynamic cytotoxicity on human larynx carcinoma Hep-2 cells while the corresponding sulfur 

derivatives were much less active [59]. A very unusual series of aryldipyrrinato Re(CO)3 complexes have 

been recently proposed as potential photosensitizers able to generate singlet oxygen under visible light 

irradiation [60].    
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Fig. (2). Structures of the typical classes of luminescent rhenium complexes with potential Photodynamic 
Therapy applications 
 

2.3. Carbon monoxyde release from (CO)3Re complexes 

Small doses of CO selectively induce cancer cell death via apoptosis. Thus, metal carbonyl compounds 

have been used as cargo to deliver CO in cells (CO-releasing molecules, CORM). Most transition-metal 

carbonyl compounds have in common the possibility to release carbon oxide (CO) according to a large 

variety of mechanisms involving light, enzyme or chemicals. It may be difficult to distinguish between 

metal and CO contributions in the overall cytotoxicity of the Re(CO)3 fragment. In this respect, the 

development of manganese-based photo-CORMs might highlight the specific role of both entities [61]. 

Early attempts to use Re complexes to deliver CO to cells involved Re(II) complexes such as 

[ReII(CO)2Br2L2] that spontaneously released CO in physiological medium [62]. However, it turned out to 

be much more advantageous to trigger the release of CO using external irradiation. The main challenge 

when looking for Re based photo-CORM is to design daylight-stable complexes able to slowly release the 

CO upon UV-light photolysis in order to avoid rapid reaching of cytotoxic levels of carbon monoxide 
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(CO). Simple bipyridine (bpy) ligand fulfilled this goal. While, (bpy)Re(CO)3Cl is photoinerte, the 

corresponding cationic complex stabilized by a water soluble phosphine [(bpy)Re(CO)3P(CH2OH)3]
+ 

possessed a photolabile axial CO. When irradiated at 405 nm the fluorescence of the dissociated complex 

can be detected inside PPC-1 prostate carcinoma cells using confocal fluorescence microscopy [63]. Many 

other cationic Re(CO)3 photo-CORM complexes were proposed such as 

[(pyridyl)benzothiazol)(PTA)Re(CO)3]
+ in which the 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamentane (PTA) is the 

ancillary ligand [64] or [(phen(PPh3)Re(CO)3]
+  [65]. Both complexes were found to easily penetrate 

inside MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells.  In another study in human MDA-MB231 breast cancer 

cells, the rapid release of CO from the cationic complex [(pyridyl)benzothiazol)Re(CO)3(H2O)] (CF3SO3) 

upon exposure to 302 nm light was followed by reduction of its original orange luminescence to a deep-

blue fluorescence signal, the release of CO being responsible of the phototoxic effects on the malignant 

cells [66]. 

The comparison between two 2-phenylazopyridine (azpy) Re compounds [(azpy)Re(CO)3Br] and 

[(azpy)Re(CO)3(PPh3)]ClO4 has been performed. The [(azpy)Re(CO)3Br] complex exhibited strong 

MLCT bands in the 500-600 nm region and strong spin-orbit coupling (prominent in heavy metals) that 

promoted intersystem crossing to a triplet state, considered to prevent CO release upon illumination with 

visible light. Slow release of CO from [(azpy)Re(CO)3(PPh3)]ClO4 indicated that strong σ-donating 

ligands, such as Br-, accelerated the rate of CO photorelease relative to π-acid ligands [67].  

Interestingly, a non-cationic sulfonated water soluble Re[bis(arylimino)acenaphthene](CO)3Cl complex 

fused to an acenaphthylene was found to permanently release CO with a rate of 40–50 nmol CO/h/mg 

when activated by light in aqueous solution [68].  

Many Re(CO)3 complexes possess a dual mechanism involving 1O2 and CO release. It is the case of 

previously mentioned Re(CO)3 complexes bearing water-soluble tris(hydroxymethyl)phosphine. Their 
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phototoxic response was attributed to the release of both CO and the Re-containing photoproduct, as well 

as the production of 1O2 [55].  

A photo-active luminescent phenanthrenyl Re(I)(CO)3 complex grafted on a biocompatible carboxymethyl 

chitosan matrix through an apical pyridine ligand was able to eradicate human colorectal adenocarcinoma 

cells (HT-29) very efficiently in a dose-dependent fashion by low power UV light-induced CO delivery. 

Caspase-3/7 activation by CO delivery was evidenced with the aid of confocal microscopy [69] . 

3. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 

3.1. DNA effects of Re complexes 

The binding of Re(I) compounds with DNA bases, with the formation of single or double strand adducts is 

well documented. Re can bind to adenine through the N1, N6 positions or to guanine through the N7 

position. Both, Re/nucleotide 1:1 or Re/ nucleotide 1:2 adducts have been observed. The binding of 

Re(CO3) compounds with Me-guanine used as model compound could result in either head-to-head (HH) 

or head-to-tail (HT) conformers of cis-bis guanine ligands [70-74]. The peculiar mode of binding of Re 

may play an important role in their anticancer activity because unlike cisplatin which forms irreversible 

square-planar Pt adducts, binding of Re drugs to one or two bases is reversible, with the formation of less 

stable octahedral-Re adducts [70]. Spectral, viscosity and molecular docking studies are typically used to 

establish the formation of a groove binding adduct between Re(I) complexes and calf thymus DNA [75]. 

For example, (pentylcarbanato)Re(I) diimine complexes have been shown to bind DNA through 

intercalation and provided strong cytotoxic effects on lymphosarcoma, PC-3 prostate and myeloid 

leukemia. They were more potent than cisplatin on these cancer cells, but in contrast exhibited less 

toxicity in the normal glomerular mesangial cells. They were also effective on MDA-MB-468 (HTB-132) 

cell lines, corresponding to a model of triple negative breast cancer  [76].  

The recently described series of (polypyridyl)Re(CO)3 complexes bearing axial acetylsalicylato ligand 

were shown by DFT calculations to display a planar configuration. The UV titration of these complexes 
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showed that their absorbance decreased with addition of DNA without any red shift suggesting that these 

complexes did not follow intercalation mechanism but were more likely to bind to the minor grooves of 

the DNA double helix [77]. On the other hand, the structurally similar Re(CO3) pentylcarbonato 

complexes in which each Re atom was tethered to a nearly planar polypyridyl aromatic ligand, were found 

to bind through an intercalation mechanism as evidenced by X-ray structure determinations and DFT 

calculations [78]. 

Re(CO)3 complexes can bind covalently to guanine nucleobases via substitution of their labile ligand but 

Re(CO)3 complexes that do not contain labile ligand, can also interact with DNA, non-covalently, either 

through intercalation or groove binding. On the other hand, when the labile ligand bore a long alkyl chain, 

their lipophilic appendages played a key role in DNA binding to fit with the minor groove [79]. Likewise, 

the structure-activity relationships of (diimines)Re(CO)3 complexes with different sulfonato and 

carboxylato group as axial ancillary ligand in hormone-dependent MCF-7 and hormone-independent triple 

negative MDA-MB231 breast cancer cells suggested that the cytotoxic effects increased with their 

lipoliphilicy and that could be related with their DNA-binding ability [80]. 

The DNA binding modelling studies of [Re(CO)3(2-appt)Cl] complexes where 2-appt = 2-amino-4-

phenylamino-6-(2-pyridyl)-1,3,5-triazine has revealed that the complexes were able to bind in the minor 

groove of double stranded DNA helix. The model was experimentally validated by calf thymus DNA 

binding study using UV-Vis spectroscopy. Furthermore, the complexes were efficient in the DNA 

cleavage activity [81]. The binding of Re to DNA is not limited to (CO)3Re(I) complexes, most Re-based 

complexes interact with DNA, which is a common target for metal-based drugs. Thus, Re(II), Re(III) and 

Re(V) were also found to give DNA adducts. Re(II) dinitrosyl and mononitrosyl complexes interacted 

with calf thymus DNA through partial intercalation of DNA bases and were capable of inducing cleavage 

of plasmid DNA in the presence of H2O2 [25]. Re(III) complexes, as tetrapropionato-diRe (III) [82], or 

cis-tetrachloro-dipivalato-diRe(III) complexes [83], which contain Re–Re quadruple bonds interacted with 
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DNA, forming covalent interstrand cross-links and inducing DNA cleavage. In the case [Re2(i-

C3H7COO)4Cl2] di-Re(III) complexes, a binding of two 9-methylguanine and 9-methyladenine bases per 

dirhenium unit in a bidentate fashion was observed, via N7/O6 and N1/N6 sites respectively, with 

concomitant substitution of two carboxylate groups [84]. The DNA interaction capabilities of two 

thiophene-2-carbohydrazide Re(V) complexes were gauged via UV/Vis spectroscopy and gel 

electrophoresis studies. A good correlation was observed between the DNA cleavage efficiency and the 

redox potentials of the metal complexes [85]. 

3.2. Interactions of Re-complexes with proteins.  

The binding of Re compounds to DNA may play a role in their cytotoxicity against malignant cells, but 

other biological consequences have to be determined. Proteins are clearly the second target of Re(I) 

complexes and Re covalent modifications on the histidine, glutamate, aspartate, and C-terminal 

carboxylate groups of peptides have been reported [86]. For example, binding between Re(CO)3(H2O)3
+ 

cation and the histidine of lysozyme was observed with the formation of a single covalent adduct [87].  

Metallothioneins constitute a family of low molecular weight proteins with the ability to bind metals of 

physiologically interest such as Zinc (Zn)or Copper (Cu). The incorporation of a Re(CO)3 core into the 

Zn-metallothioneins (Zn-MT) has been observed with the [Re(H2O)3(CO)3]+ cation through a 

transmetallation reaction between Zn and Re leading to the formation of mixed-metal species as fac-

[Zn6[Re(CO)3]–MT, fac-[Zn6[Re(CO)3]2–MT and fac-[Zn5[Re(CO)]3–MT [88]. The replacement of Zn(II) 

by Re(I) when binding to S-donor ligands appeared triggered by the higher stability of a metal complex of 

the third transition row with a d6 configuration versus that of the first transition series with a d10 

configuration [89].  

The binding interaction of Re(I) polypyridine complexes with bovine serum albumin (BSA) showed that 

their 3MLCT emission was quenched due to entrapment of the complex within the protein environment. 

The association and/or interaction of Re(I) compound with the amino acid residues of the polypeptide 
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chain of BSA induced a conformational change of the secondary structure of the protein with a decrease 

of its -helicity [90].  

3.3. Mitochondrial effects of Re complexes 

Re(CO)3 complexes, especially those with highly lipophilic ligands (e.g., 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-

phenanthroline), can localize to mitochondria of cancer cells as evidenced by confocal microscopy taking 

into profit the luminescent properties of many Re compounds [91]. If the binding of Re to mitochondrial 

DNA remains to be demonstrated, the relationship between Re compounds and mitochondria may be of 

great importance. Using a ferrocenyl ancillary ligand with quenching properties it has been shown that the 

fac-[Re(CO)3(phen)]+ cationic moiety having lost its axial ligand rapidly reacted with various cellular 

matrix molecules giving secondary products, which are uptaken into the negatively charged mitochondrial 

membranes [92]. Likewise, using a reactive 3-chloromethylpyridinium ancillary ligand it was shown that 

4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline Re(CO)3 complexes efficiently accumulated in mitochondria of A549 

cancer cells presumably by reaction with thiol groups. The mitochondrial immobilization resulted in 

greater cytotoxic effect than cisplatin. The damages induced by the Re complex directly affected 

mitochondrial respiratory activity [93]. Likewise, the mitochondrial respiratory activity in MCF-7 breast 

cancer cells was the direct target of a highly cytotoxic N,N’-bis[(quinolin-2-yl)methyl]amine Re complex 

14 bearing an azido ethyl appendage. Mechanism of action studies clearly showed that mitochondrial 

respiratory activity was a direct target of this complex according to two modes of action, namely an 

increased respiration at lower concentrations and an efficient blocking of respiration at higher 

concentrations [94]. The mitochondria-accumulating binuclear Re(I) tricarbonyl complexes 13 in which 

two Re(CO)3 subunits were bound together through a 4,4′-azopyridine linker were recently identified. 

This compound inhibiting tumor growth in vivo was found to cause oxidative stress and mitochondrial 

dysfunction, inducing necroptosis and caspase-dependent apoptosis simultaneously [95] (Fig. 3). 
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There is now an evidence that Re compounds accumulate in mitochondria, but their binding to a drug can 

overcome  the normal uptake pathway of this drug as it was shown for doxorubicin which is diverted of its 

normal accumulation in the nucleus to mitochondria by binding a CpRe(CO)3 subunit to the sugar moiety 

[96]. 

3.4. Rhenium complexes and oxidative stress 

Oxidative stress resulting of excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) production unbalanced by 

inadequate reductive mechanisms was related to cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis. 

Oxidative stress could trigger apoptosis via both the mitochondria-dependent and mitochondria-

independent pathways. Many Re(I) complexes were found able to reduce ROS production even at a low 

concentration. For example, the Re(CO)3 complexes with 2-acetylpyridine-derived hydrazones ligand that 

showed antiproliferative activity against NCI-H460 human large cell lung cancer decreased the production 

of ROS according to a non-mitochondrial pathway [97]. In connection with PDT it must be noticed that 

MLCT excited states of Re(I) polypyridyl complexes displayed a significant oxidizing power able to 

generate tyrosyl radical. Furthermore, the excited-state oxidation potential was increased by introducing a 

monodentate phosphine. The rate constant for tyrosyl radical generation was consistent with a proton-

coupled electron transfer (PCET) quenching mechanism [98]. 
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Fig. (3). Representative rhenium complexes for mitochondrial targeting. 

The power of oxidation of Re(I) diimine carbonyl complexes increased with the lifetime of the 3MLCT 

excited state which can be modulated by introducing interligand interactions with aromatic ligands or by 

ring-shaped multinuclear Re(I) complexes [42].  

Di-Re (III) cluster compounds showed antioxidant properties protecting red blood cells from hemolysis in 

experimental models [99-103]. Accordingly, it has been proposed to use Re(III) to protect red blood cells 

from the toxicity of cisplatin [104]. 

A highly significant synergism has been observed between dichlorotetra-μ-isobutyratodirhenium (ІІІ) 

complexes and cisplatin in tumor-bearing Wistar rats, transplanted with T8 Guerin's carcinoma cells, with 

a nearly complete regression of the tumors. These remarkable anticancer properties were associated with a 

strong anti-oxidant effect, with a decrease in lipid peroxidation (LP), as shown by a decrease in plasma 

concentrations of thiobarbituric active substances (TBA) and an increase of the activity of superoxide 

dismutase (SOD) in erythrocyte hemolysates [105].  

Recently, luminescent fac-[Re(CO)3(phen)] carboxylato complexes were coupled to aspirin and some non-

steroidal antiinflammatory drug (NSAID) carboxylates. The aspirin complex displayed some promising 
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activity specially on HeLa cells. The activity was correlated to the increase of ROS levels in HeLa cells 

and had a substantial influence on the cell cycle, increasing number of cells in the sub-G1 and S phases 

[106]. 

3.5. Effect of rhenium complexes on enzymatic activities  

 

Many Re complexes alone or tethered to labeling moieties were designed to recognize various targets in 

the cell as depicted in Table 1. Thiol-containing enzymes such as the redox enzymes thioredoxin 

reductase, glutathione reductase, and cysteine proteases such as caspases and cathepsins are a potential 

target for metallodrugs. The interaction of these enzymes with Re(V) oxorhenium complexes has been 

reviewed. The catalytic mechanism of these enzymes was depending on a cysteine at the active site. A 

hypothetical model of compound binding was constructed with the Re inhibitor being coordinated to the 

active site cysteine after ligand substitution of the monodentate ligand [107]. Re-based protease inhibitors 

are mainly Re(V) complexes, nevertheless, an epoxysuccinyl-based inhibitor decorated by a luminescent 

Re(I) tag has been recently synthesized a showed to inhibit cathepsin L in the low-nanomolar range. 

Characterization of the product obtained by reaction with papain revealed that the Re(I)(phen)(CO)3 metal 

fragment remained intact upon covalent modification of papain [108]. Another example of Re luminescent 

tag associated to a targeting head was described by Ye et al. who covalently coupled standard 4,7-

diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline Re(CO)3 to the histone deacetylase inhibitor SAHA [109]. 

A dichlorotetra-μ-isobutyratodiRe (ІІІ) complex was found highly effective in inhibition of the lipid 

peroxidation. In vitro, it was shown to activate the active center of native superoxide dismutase [105].  

A series of CpRe(I)(CO)3 compounds harboring a piperazine side chain on the Cp ring was found 

moderately active on HT-29 cancer cells. Based on computational studies, inhibition of the GSK-3β was 

postulated to be involved in the cytotoxic activity of these complexes [110].  
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An array p-hydroxyphenyl-substituted CpRe(CO)3 complex was evaluated for binding to estrogen 

receptors (ER). Among them, aryl-substituted CpRe(CO)3 complexes were found to bind to the ER with 

affinity as great as 20% of the native ligand, estradiol. The high affinity complexes indicates that the 

bulky Re(CO)3 unit filled the considerable volume in the center of the ER ligand binding pocket that was 

not occupied by most ligands, a consideration that is supported by molecular modelling as illustrated in 

Fig. 4. Analysis of the interactions of the ligand with the surface of the cavity suggested that the 

enantiomer in Fig 4C suffered from fewer constraints than the antipode in Fig. 4D (marked as purple 

dots). Although the actual product is a racemic this study clearly suggested that it might be useful to 

prepare these Re complexes as homochiral derivatives. When compared the ligands the complexes 

exhibited the right fit in the ER with high affinity. This study further suggested that the binding to the 

pocket of the ER was due to the bulkiness of rhenium metal. However, the functional substituents of alkyl 

and hydroxyphenyl containing ligand are reported to have shown the covalent interactions and weak 

interactions with leucine, histidine and glutamate residues found on the binding pocket of the ER  [111].  

 
 

Fig. (4). Docking of both enantiomers of a p-hydroxyphenyl-substituted CpRe(CO)3 complex in the 

estrogen receptor ERa ligand binding pocket. Reproduced with the permission of ref. [111] 
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The binding properties of these novel Re based organometallic complexes were studied with the help of 

combination of Comparative Molecular Similarity Indices Analysis (CoMSIA) and docking studies. A 

total of 11 rhenium complexes and 18 organic ligands were docked inside the ligand-binding domain of 

ERα utilizing the program Gold. The combined CoMSIA and polar volume model ranked correctly the 

ligands in order of increasing relative binding affinities, illustrating the utility of this method as a pre-

screening tool in the development of novel Re--based estrogen receptor ligands [112]. (2-

Pyridyl)hydrazono-Re(CO)3 complex bound to the potent natural estrogen 17-estradiol through a ethynyl 

linker was synthetized as a potential probe for targeting estrogen receptors [113,114]. Likewise, a folate 

receptor probe was designed by coupling {[bis(quinolin-2-ylmethyl)amino]-5-valeric acid}Re(CO)3 with 

folic acid[115]. The coupling of Re(CO)3 moiety with platelet activating factor (PAF) receptor antagonists 

[116], benzenesulfonamide based carbonic anhydrase IX inhibitors [117], G protein-coupled estrogen 

receptor inhibitors [118], myristoylated Tat peptide improving the cell membrane permeability [119] has 

also be reported.  

The modification of a peptide with a 2-((pyridin-2-yl-methyl) group afforded a tridendate ligand able to 

tightly complex the Re(CO)3 core. This widely applicable chelation strategy was exemplified by the 

incorporation of the [Re(CO)3]
+ moiety into α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (αMSH) peptide 

analogues, which target the melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R) on melanoma cells [120]. There were much 

fewer examples with the higher oxidation degrees of Re. OxoRe(V) complexes bearing 3,3′-

thiodipropanethiol tridentate ligands showed remarkable inhibitory activity for both cathepsin B and K 

[121].  

3.6. Interaction of rhenium complexes with signaling pathways 

A series of mono-and multinuclear polypyridine cationic Re(CO3) complexes was found to inhibit 

epithelial carcinoma (A431), colon carcinoma (DLD-1) and ovarian cancer cell line (A2780). Studies 

showed that these complexes influenced the programmed cell death mechanisms in vitro, inhibiting the 

https://pubs-acs-org.inc.bib.cnrs.fr/doi/10.1021/jm060357z
https://pubs-acs-org.inc.bib.cnrs.fr/doi/10.1021/jm060357z
https://pubs-acs-org.inc.bib.cnrs.fr/doi/10.1021/jm060357z
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soluble form of the Fas receptor in tumour cell lines with a selective cytotoxicity versus a healthy 

fibroblast (BJ) cell line [122]. 

Re(CO)3 complexes containing N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligands and conjugated to indomethacin-

induced cell cycle arrest at the G2/M phase by inhibiting the phosphorylation of Aurora-A kinase in 

pancreatic cell lines, with a remarkable activity of the Re fragment by comparison with Ru complexes 

with the same ligands [123]. Re(CO)3 complexes containing the nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibitor N-

nitro-l-arginine suppressed NO biosynthesis in lipopolysaccharide-treated macrophages. The Re 

complexes with flexible propyl- and hexyl spacer exhibited remarkable affinity for purified iNOS. These 

results were validated by using the RAW 264.7 cell line in which Re complexes could permeate through 

cell membranes, interacting specifically with the target enzyme. Molecular docking study combined with 

dynamic simulations and free energy perturbation calculations were used to evaluate the complexes. The 

results revealed that the main interaction arose from the strong electrostatic interactions between the 

Re(CO)3 core and the Arg260 and Arg382 residues [124]. The complex was evaluated for in vivo imaging 

of nitric oxide synthase (NOS). Biodistribution studies have been performed in LPS-pretreated mature 

female C57BL6 mice and a high uptake was observed in lungs, the organ with the highest iNOS 

expression [125].  

Table 1.  Rhenium complexes and their potential reported targets in experimental models 

 
Rhenium 
complex 
 

In vitro /in vivo models Targets References 

Mono and 
dinuclear 
complexes 

In vitro A431, DLD-1, 
A2780 cell lines 

Fas receptors 122 

Indomethacin- 
Re(CO)3 
conjugated 

Pancreatic cancer cell 
lines 

Aurora kinase, G2/M 
arrest 

123 

CpRe(I)(CO)3  Nil cell lines    Estrogen receptors 111,112,114,118 

Re(CO)3 NOS 
inhibitors 

Raw 264.7 cell lines NOS 124,125 

Neutral, cationic SKNMC cell lines  Thymidine kinase 126,128 
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and anionic 
complexes of 
Re(I)(CO)3 
Folic-acid 
Re(I)(CO)3  

FR-overexpressing 
A2780/AD cell line 

Folate receptor 115 

Rhenium 
diselenium 
complex 

MDA MB-231 cell lines ROS, TGβ, TNF-α, 
IL-6 

21, 159-161 

 

Neutral, cationic, and anionic (thymidine)Re(I)(CO)3 complexes were designed to inhibit the activity of 

human thymidine kinase 1 (hTK-1). The highest toxicity on malignant cells was observed for the complex 

with a dodecylene spacer at C5'. A low uptake was observed for the charged complexes but the uptake 

was significant for the neutral, lipophilic complexes [126-128]. A new cationic 

(bisphenanthridine)Re(CO)3 complex showed promising antiproliferative activity in low micromolar 

concentrations on a variety of cancer cells with excellent selectivity for cancer versus non-cancer cells. 

Resistance-breaking profiling and gene expression analysis on an organometallic 

(phenanthridine)(CO)3Re complex revealed parallel activation of two apoptotic pathways [129]. 

4. CELL EFFECTS 

4.1. Cell uptake and localization of Rhenium complexes 

The relationship between the chemical structure of Re compounds and their subcellular localization is a 

major stake to understand their mechanism of action. We already discussed the mitochondrial uptake of 

Re complexes (see section 3.3).  In a comparison of series of mononuclear and dinuclear Re(CO)3 

compounds, it was found that complexes with lower lipophilicity were localized in lysosomes and induced 

caspase-independent apoptosis, whereas Re-complexes with higher lipophilicity especially accumulated in 

mitochondria and induced caspase-independent paraptosis in cancer cells [130]. The localization of Re in 

cell appeared to be driven mainly by the nature of the ligand, for example, Re(I)–chromone bioconjugate 

was localized in the cytoplasm, mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum in mouse C2C12 cancer cells 
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[131]. On the other hand, the cytotoxic activity of benzothiazoletethered Re(I)(CO)3 complexes stabilized 

by a cysteamine-based (N,S,O) chelator was well correlated with cellular uptake and fluorescence 

microscopy, clearly confirming their cytosolic accumulation [132].   

Re(CO)3 complexes based on tridentate phenanthridine-containing ligands were localized in the 

endoplasmic reticulum of several cancer cell lines [47] whereas a pyrido-triazole Re(CO)3 with a pendant 

azido alkyl chain was localized to the Golgi apparatus in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells [133]. A 

closely related tetrazolato Re(CO)3 complexes had a diffuse reticular localization in the 

nuclear/perinuclear region of cells and induced disruption of the homeostasis of chlorine, potassium and 

zinc [134]. 

Re(CO)3 complexes with zwiterionic p-nitrophenyl pyridylhydrazone ligands displayed higher uptake in 

hypoxic HeLa cells than in normoxic cells  and the cationic complex fac-[Re(CO)3(L)]+ where L is a 

nitroimidazole ring, has a 5-fold increased retention in hypoxia-induced cells [135]. High valent (ReVI) 

octahedral Re cluster complexes, conjugated with a polymer, were taken up by human cervical 

adenocarcinoma HeLa cells in a concentration-dependent manner and were localized in the cytoplasm and 

nucleus upon incubation, but did not exhibit acute cytotoxic effects up to 50 M [136]. 

Table 2. Reported cellular localization of various Re complexes 

 
Types of rhenium complexes Cellular localisation In vitro /in vivo 

models used  
Reference 

Re(I)-chromone bisconjugate Cytosol, 
mitochondria and 
endoplasmic 
reticulum 

Mouse C2C12 
cancer cells 

131 

Benzothiazole- Re(I)(CO)3 
stabilised by cysteamine 

Cytosol  Human breast cancer 
– MCF7, prostate 
cancer – PC3 – cell 
lines. 

132 

Phenanthridinyl Re Endoplasmic 
reticulum 

Several 47 

Re(I)(CO)3 derivatives Golgi apparatus MDA MB-231 cell 
line 

133 
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Tetrazolate Re(I)(CO)3 
complexes 

Endoplasmic 
reticulum and 
perinuclear space 

22Rv1 human 
prostate epithelial 
carcinoma cells 

134 

p-Nitrophenylhydrazone-
pyridyl ligands 

Cytosol Hela cell line 135 

 

4.2. Inhibitory and cytotoxic effects of rhenium complexes. Mode of cellular deaths.  

The cytotoxic effects of many Re(I)(CO)3 compounds with the concentrations inhibiting the growth of 

50% (IC50) of many types of cancer cells were reviewed in 2014 by Leonidova and Gasser. Most Re(I) 

complexes had inhibitory effects on malignant cells, with an IC50 lower than 100 M for an exposure time 

of 48h [16]. Several death pathways were observed with Re-based anticancer drugs. A large number of 

Re(CO)3 complexes induced apoptosis while a paraptotic mechanism, caspase-independent, with enlarged 

mitochondria, production of ROS, and cytoplasmic vacuolization has been observed when histone 

deacetylase inhibitor were coordinated to the axial position of the Re(CO)3 scaffold. Paraptotic cell death 

was mainly observed with compounds accumulating in the mitochondria, and apoptosis with compounds 

localized in the lysosome [18]. (Phen)Re(CO)3 cationic aqua complexes with IC50 values less than 20 μM 

in HeLa cells induced cytoplasmic vacuolization and were also effective in cisplatin-resistant cells in 

wild-type cells [137]. 

Labile ligand on the metal center can play a major role, for example the chlorido derivative of oximine Re 

(I) complexes were more efficient than bromido derivative to induce apoptotic cell deaths of human A375 

melanoma and K562 leukemia cells, while the free ligand did not show any significant anticancer activity 

[138]. Pyridino- and quinolino-triazolo –Re(CO)3 complexes conjugated with a glutamine appendage 

exhibited absorptions in the 300-400-nm range with MLCT character, as predicted by TD-DFT 

calculations. They were found nontoxic over a large concentration range (0-1.4 mM) on HT-29 human 

colon adenocarcinoma cell line, even though a significant concentration-dependent uptake was observed 

at 3 and 24 h for one of them [139]. Similarly, glycoconjugates of mononuclear Re (I) carbonyl complexes 

with pyridyltriazole ligands have been prepared with coordination of the metal ion by both pyridyl and 
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triazol nitrogen atoms. All sugar-functionalized complexes were found to be nontoxic against HepG2 cells 

at concentration of 100 μM, except for the complex derived from the pyridyl (tert-butylbenzyl)-triazole, 

which exhibited remarkable toxicity [140]. 

Rhenium (IV) compounds induced apoptosis in cancer cells [28] while Re(V) oxo complexes killed cancer 

cells by a non-apoptotic pathway involving a necroptotic mode of programmed cell death, depending on 

the intracellular production of ROS with a mitochondrial membrane potential depletion [30].  

4.3. Selectivity of rhenium compounds for cancer cell lines 

The selectivity of Re compounds for cancer cell lines is one of the main advantages over other 

organometallic drugs such as platinum compounds that suffer from strong side effects. For example, 

pentylcarbonato Re(CO)3 compounds induced significant cytotoxic effects at the dose of 10 M for an 

exposure time of 48h in  HTB-12 human astrocytoma brain cancer cells but not against CRL-2005 rat 

astrocyte normal brain cells [78]. Re(CO)3 acetylsalicylato complexes showed a very selective 

cytotoxicity on HTB-12 human astrocytoma brain cancer cell lines and glioblastoma multiforme D54 cell 

lines versus rat normal brain astrocyte cells [77]. Similarly, (salicylaldehyde semicarbazone)Re(CO)3, that 

was found to react with DNA  guanosine by proton transfer from the phenolic OH group to N7 of 

guanosine, selectively induced apoptosis against MOLT-4 cells versus normal human fibroblasts [141].   

Selective and dose-dependent inhibitory effects were observed with Re (I) based metallacrown ethers on 

cancer-lung (A549), breast (MCF-7), colon (HCT-15), cervical (HeLa), liver (HepG2) and leukemia 

(K562) cells versus normal blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) [142]. Similarly, the aforementioned 

cluster [Re6Se8I6]3- induced preferential cell death of a hepatic carcinoma cell line [39,143].  

5. METABOLISM, PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF RHENIUM COMPLEXES 

According to the small number of in vivo experiments with cold Re complexes only a few data are 

available. However, some data on 188Re radiopharmaceuticals are available. For example, The metabolism 
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of (carboxycyclopentadienyl)[188Re](CO)3  and its glycine conjugate has been studied after 

administration into mice. The (carboxycyclopentadienyl) [188Re](CO)3 was more lipophilic and excreted 

by both hepatobiliary and urinary excretion. The majority of the less lipophilic glycine conjugate was 

excreted by urinary excretion, as its intact structure [144]. B12-ReII(CO)2 derivatives obtained by 

conjugation of Re(II)(CO)2 complex to cyanocobalamin (B12) have been proposed as CORMs to improve 

the stability of the metal complex alone. After CO release, the oxidation of the metal resulted in the 

formation in solution of the ReO4− anion, which was considered by the authors to be among the least 

toxic of all of the rare inorganic compounds [145]. 

6. ANTITUMOR ACTIVITIES OF RHENIUM COMPLEXES IN ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS  

There are still few experiments of Re complexes in tumour-bearing animals. Nevertheless, impressive 

results have been obtained by Shtemenko et al. with di-Re (III) compounds decorated with various 

carboxylate ligands such as GABA (III)-di-Re [146], dichlorotetra-µ-isobutyrato-di-Re(III) [147] and Re-

diadamantate [148]. Liposomal forms of these Re compounds were intraperitoneously (IP) injected in 

Wistar rats, every 2 days, at the dose of 7 µM /kg from day 3 after the inoculation of Guerink malignant 

cells until day 21. Re compounds alone did not produce significant antitumor activities versus the control 

groups, receiving no treatment. Cisplatin significantly reduced the tumor volumes versus the control 

groups, but a high synergistic effect was observed with the combination of cisplatin and all three Re 

compounds, with a nearly disappearance of the tumors in the case of the dichlorotetra-µ-isobutyrato-di-

Re(III) complex. The formulations, modes of administration, combination with cisplatin of the latter 

complexes were extensively studied. They were administered as liposomes, nanoliposomes, solid 

nanoparticles or in water solution in tumor-bearing Wistar rats, transplanted with T8 Guerin's carcinoma 

cells. In a group of rats receiving a combination of dichlorotetra-μ-isobutyratodirhenium (as liposomal 

form) and cisplatin (as an IP administration), the average tumor volume decreased significantly in respect 

to the control but also compared to the tumor treated by cisplatin[105]. Another di-Re compound bearing 
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two ancillary DMSO ligands (bis-dimethylsulfoxido-cis-tetrachlorodi--pivalato)-dirhenium(III) has also 

been studied [83]. Excellent results were obtained with nanoliposomes loaded with both this 

pivalatodirhenium(III) complex and cisplatin in the molar ratio of 4:1 [149]. However, liposomes loaded 

with both drugs were not as stable as those loaded with only the di-Re complex. A full account of the 

antitumor experiments conducted with Re (III)/Pt antitumor synergistic systems has been written by 

Shtemenko et al. highlighting the crucial role of the strong antiradical and antioxidant properties 

embedding in the quadruple Re-Re bond [150].   

A new cationic 1-(2-quinolinyl)-β-carboline Re(CO)3 complex with a pH–dependent phosphorescence 

reduced of 60% the tumor volume in A-549 xenografted nude mice. Mechanism studies showed that this 

complex can induce autophagy leading to apoptosis dependent cell death. The impairment of the 

autophagy-related lysosomal degradation pathway is unusual with metallodrugs [151]. PDT experiment on 

MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice with a (rhodamine-conjugated dipy)Re(CO)3Br complex showed 

remarkable tumor growth inhibition upon irradiation with a xenon lamp light source after injection. It has 

been proposed that generation of triplet excited state of a rhodamine moiety endowed the complexes with 

mitochondria-targeting photosensitizing ability to form 1O2 species [152].   

7. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RHENIUM 

COMPOUNDS 

Considering all the previous cited studies, we propose the following schematic representation of all the 

biological effects of Re complexes (Figure 5):  
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Fig. (5): Re complexes may induce many biological effects and efforts remain to be made to select one 

compound as a targeted therapy with one or two specific targets, a great selectivity for cancer cells, a good 

biodistribution and oral availability, a favourable therapeutic index and the possibility to monitor the 

treatment by the help of biomarkers.   

 

 

8. DESIGN OF A SELECTED RHENIUM COMPOUND AS A TARGETED THERAPEUTIC 

ANTICANCER DRUG 

We propose the Re(I)-diselenoether complex as a selected compound  

8.1. Chemical and physico-chemical data of the rhenium(I)-diselenoether complex 

The Re(I)-diselenoether sodium salt (Re-diSe, Fig. 6) in which a central inorganic Re atom is coordinated 

by two Se atoms has the advantage to be both soluble in water and lipophilic with a good diffusion of the 
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two elements, Re and Se into the tissues after an oral administration. Re-diSe is among the Re compounds 

with the most detailed preclinical studies to date. The acidic form is obtained by simple displacement of 

two carbon monoxide molecules of (CO)5ReCl with 3,7-diselena-azelaic acid. The Re-diSe is simply 

obtained by sodium hydroxide treatment of the corresponding di-acid. The structure of both compounds 

has been fully determined by IR, NMR, MS and elemental analysis. The chair-like conformation of the 

SeReSe ring has been deduced from the X-Ray crystal structure of the closely related analogue bearing a 

phenyl group on both Se atoms [20]. By analogy, Re-thiolate compounds have been investigated and the 

conclusions can at least partially be expanded to the closely related Re-selenolates. The studies showed 

that the sulfur atom in Re-thiolate complexes displayed a partial nucleophilic character [153]. This 

reactivity of the thiolate has been attributed to the interaction of the sulfur p lone-pair with a "t2g" metal 

d-orbital. When the metal d-orbital and sulfur p lone-pair had similar energies, there was a strong 

interaction that yielded a significantly stabilized -bonding orbital and a significantly destabilized -anti-

bonding orbital. Each of these orbitals had significant sulfur and metal character. Although there was no 

net -bond, the increased energy of the anti-bonding orbital "activated" the thiolate nucleophilicity. In the 

case of Re-selenolate, the same type of interaction between Re (I) and Se could also increase the 

selenolate nucleophilicity.  
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Fig. (6). Chemical structures of the sodium salt and acidic forms of Re-diSe. X-Ray crystal structure of 

Re-diSePh  

8.2. Biological effects of the rhenium(I)-diselenoether complex 

8.2.1. Interaction with DNA  

To investigate a possible interaction of Re-diSe with DNA bases, the binding of Re-diSe as its dimethyl 

ester form with 9-methylguanine (9-MeG) has been investigated. Formation of covalent adducts has been 

identified by mass spectroscopy. Thus, the whole Re(I)(CO)3-diSe complex could bind one guanine base, 

as represented in Fig. 7 but a methylguanine bis-adduct ion (B) can also be observed as well as a 

deliganded monoadduct species (C) [21]. 

 

Fig. (7). 9-Me-guanine/ Re-diSe adducts identified by mass spectrometry The following figures, in 

chapter 7, are in Open Access, in supplementary material of a paper published in Investigational New 

Drugs and may be used according to the Creative Commons license, 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).  

As for other Re compounds, it is expected that the binding of Re with DNA would be reversible. Due to 

the well described mitochondrial localization of Re into mitochondria, Re could bind not only in the 

nucleus of the cells, but also with the mitochondrial DNA which is the main site of production of ROS. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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The ligand di-Se as well as Re could then induce their major effect which could be on the ROS 

production.   

8.2.2. Effects of the rhenium(I)-diselenoether complex on the production of ROS 

In fact, it has been demonstrated that the Re-diSe drug was able to significantly decrease the production of 

ROS in MDA-MB231 hormone-independent breast cancer cells [154], at the dose of 5 M for an 

exposure time of 120 h, while the normal human embryonic kidney HEK-293 cells were not affected, 

except at the highest dose of 200 M. The decreased production of ROS in cancer cells was dose-

dependent. At the dose of 200 M, the levels of ROS in cancer cells reached those observed in non-treated 

HEK-293 normal cells.  

As a consequence, the decrease of the ROS production will induce a down-regulation of major signaling 

pathways.  

8-2.3. Effects of the rhenium(I)-diselenoether complex on signaling pathways 

Effectively, the Re-diSe drug was able to significantly decrease the production of IGF-1, VEGF-A and 

TGF-1 in a dose dependent manner in MDA-MB231cancer cells, while the normal HEK-293 cells were 

not affected [154]. After an exposure time of 120h at the dose of 5 M, the decrease of the three markers 

was already observed.  

It is known that the plasma concentrations of these three markers are increased in the plasma of metastatic 

triple-negative breast cancer (mTNBC) patients [155] and the metastatic triple-negative cancer patients 

could benefit of the treatment. The IGF-1/ IGF-IR pathway is involved in the migration and invasion of 

MDA-MB231 cancer cells [156] and VEGF-A is a good marker of angiogenesis in breast cancer patients 

[157]. Inhibitors of TGF-1 have been proposed to inhibit tumor cell invasion and metastasis, reduce 

tumor neoangiogenesis, and enhance antitumor immunity. Inhibiting TGFβ’s immune suppressive effects 
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has become of particular interest as demonstrated by the ongoing clinical trials with Galunisertib an 

inhibitor of the serine/threonine kinase of the TGF-β receptor type I [158].  

As a consequence of the down-regulation of the biomarkers, an inhibitory effect could be observed, 

selectively in the cancer cells.   

8.3. Cell effects 

8.3.1. Uptake and efflux of Re in cells exposed to the Re-diSe drug 

The uptake of Re in the nucleus of different cancer cell lines after having be exposed for 48h to the Re-

diSe drug was confirmed by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-Ms). Efflux from the 

nucleus was noted after a wash-out period of 48h in MCF-7 breast cancer (MCF-7 Mdr and MCF-7 R) 

resistant cell lines, A549 lung cancer and HeLa uterine cancer cells but not in sensitive MCF-7 cells [159].   

8.3.2. Inhibitory and cytotoxic effects 

Significant inhibitory effects were observed at doses of 50 M for an exposure time of 72h in MDA-

MB231cancer cells, by MTT tests [154]. The effects increased with the duration of time of exposure and 

were significant at doses of 25 M for an exposure time of 120 h. The same inhibitory effects were 

observed in hormone dependent breast cancer MCF-7, in prostate PC-3 and colon HT-29 cancer cells, but 

lung A 549 and uterine HeLa cancer cells were not sensitive. The effects were compared with the 

diselenide ligand and the superiority of the Re-diSe drug over the free ligand was demonstrated.  

A high selective cytotoxicity of Re-diSe was observed in MDA-MB231cancer cells versus normal HEK- 

293 cells, by ethidium bromide test [154], which is more sensitive than the MTT test. Deaths of MDA-

MB231 cancer cells, established by flow cytometry were statistically significant at the dose of 5 M for 

an exposure time of 120h and increased with the doses. A sharp decrease was observed when increasing 

the dose from 5 to 25 M. In contrast, deaths of normal cells were only significant at doses of 200 M 
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[154] and the high selectivity of killing the cancer cells and not normal cells will represent a great 

advantage in cancer treatment. 

8.4. Pharmacology and toxicology of the  rhenium(I)-diselenoether complex 

The tissue distribution of Re and Se has been studied after an oral and daily administration of 10 or 40 

mg/kg/24h, 5 days a week, for 4 weeks, in mice [159]). Re was absent in control non-treated mice. The 

main uptake was observed in liver, both for Re and Se, and the concentrations were significantly increased 

from 10 to 40 mg/kg. The concentrations of Re were also significantly increased with the dose of Re-diSe 

in blood and kidneys. Se, which is an essential element, was found in all tissues in non-treated mice 

(controls). The concentrations of Se increased in all tissues of mice treated at the dose of 10 mg/kg/24h 

versus the non-treated mice and in the liver in mice treated at 40 mg/kg versus those treated at the dose of 

10 mg/kg.   

The dose of 10 mg/kg Re-diSe was safe for mice treated daily for 4 weeks either orally in 2 experiments 

[21,160] or intraperitoneally in another one [161]. This could be the no-adverse toxicity level. This dose 

was also safe in combination with paclitaxel, but not in a triple combination with cisplatin and a Ga 

complex (162). Higher doses have not been tested orally. After IP injection, the maximum tolerated dose 

(MTD) was estimated to be 60 mg/kg. The 50% letal dose (LD50) was noted at the dose of 75mg/kg. Oral 

administrations may be less toxic than the parenteral one (IP or IV), and repeated doses less toxic than 

single one. Moreover, it has been observed that the activity of Re-diSe still increased after the interruption 

of the treatment [21] and alternating periods with and without treatments could also decrease the toxicity, 

without affecting the efficacy. The mode of administration by an oral route will have to be preferred to the 

parenteral route.  

8.5. Antitumor activities in animal experiments of the rhenium(I)-diselenoether complex 
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A significant antitumor activity was observed with the Re-diSe drug alone, at the dose of 10 mg/kg/24 for 

4 weeks in the MDA-MB231 experimental model, after an oral [21] or IP [161] administration for 4 

weeks. A significant reduction of the number of pulmonary metastases was also noted [21]. There was no 

significant difference between the 10 or 40 mg/kg doses in terms of reduction of the tumor volumes. The 

oral daily administration at the dose of 10 mg/kg for 4 weeks should be the optimal safe dose, 

significantly reducing both the breast primitive tumor and its metastases.  

8.6. Individual adaptation of the doses of the rhenium(I)-diselenoether complex 

An individual adaptation of doses may nevertheless be proposed, as a function of plasma oxidative 

markers. Markers of the cancer diseases and of the Se status could also help to manage the treatment and 

this perspective has been extensively detailed in a review [163]. Se and ROS have a dual role and can 

either favour of fight the cancer disease. Even with the Re-diSe drug, negative effects may be observed, 

depending on the experimental conditions. It thus appear useful to monitor the treatment with selected 

biomarkers. In the case of the metastatic triple negative breath cancer, the decrease of IGF-1, VEGF-A 

and TGF-1 in the plasma could be markers of the efficacy of the treatment by the Re-diSe anticancer 

drug.  

9. CONCLUSION 

Non-platinum organometallic compounds did not yet get the approval for the treatment of cancer patients, 

but Re compounds could be promising clinical candidates. The biophysical properties have been mainly 

studied with the aim to improve the luminescent effects of Re(CO)3 for diagnostic and compounds PDT, 

but efforts remain to be done to relate the biological effects with the physical properties. Although, a large 

variety of rhenium scaffolds have been explored today, many aspect of the Re chemistry remain to be 

addressed. For example, the influence of the fac/mer configuration on the DNA binding is unknown. 

Likewise, although only pure enantiomers are considered for the clinical development of small organic 
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molecules, asymmetric synthesis or separation of homochiral metal-centered enantiomers are still in 

infancy. The inhibitory effects on cancer cells have been extensively demonstrated with many Re-drugs, 

but few compounds have been tested in experimental models with tumor-bearing animals. Re(III) clusters 

with a quadrupole bond were very active in synergism with cisplatin in tumor-bearing rats, but not when 

administered alone. The results might suggested that the observed antitumor effects originated from anti-

oxidant activity. The same anti-oxidant property was observed with a Re-diSe drug which showed 

selective cytotoxic effects on different human-derived cancer cells. The decreased levels of IGF-1, VEGF-

A and TGF-1 by these cells might be a consequence of the decreased production of ROS. The binding of 

Re with guanine has been clearly demonstrated but the exact consequence remains to be defined. Finally, 

it has been demonstrated that this drug could be orally administered, daily repeated, reducing the tumor 

growth at a safe dose, with the perspective to personalize and manage the treatment with individual 

adaptation of doses according to plasma markers (ROS, Se, IGF-1, VEGF-A and TGF-1).  

If the oxidative system will represent the main target of a Re-diSe drug, in part thanks to the powerful 

effect of Se on the anti-oxidant system, other targets may be attacked, according to the attached biological 

molecule. The design of future Re-based compounds will thus take into account the ligand, to increase the 

lipophilicity, the selective uptake and the pharmacological behaviour, but also the coupled molecule with 

a specific target on the cancer cell.  
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